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Transform
Alverno’s Strategic Plan: By the Numbers

506 key stakeholders participated in the strategic-planning process

5 strategic priorities drive the plan

2,000 cups of coffee guzzled by plan participants
Throughout the 2016–17 academic year, Alverno College celebrated 130 years of educating and empowering women. Assuring the College’s place as one of the few Catholic women’s colleges that thrive today are the deep roots planted by the School Sisters of St. Francis, which our faculty, staff, supporters and partners have sustained through the years.

We remain committed as ever to guiding women to realize their full potential, unleashing a power we see our graduates harness to make the world a better place.

To that end, Alverno President Andrea J. Lee, IHM, has led key stakeholders in the development of a strategic plan that honors and expands our mission. The plan focuses on five key priority areas to meet the needs of the Milwaukee area and to equip our students with the skills that will keep them in demand by employers.

Those priorities, described in this report, are: Academic Excellence and Women’s Leadership, Behavioral and Mental Health, Health Care, K-12 Teachers and Leaders, and the School of Adult Learning and New Initiatives.

This report shares the stories of students and alumnae, as well as our newest dean, to illustrate the priorities of the plan and the passion with which we are pursuing it. Guiding our efforts is a powerfully reimagined mission statement, which not only maintains our founding purpose of educating women but reminds us of the good and great work ahead of us.

Thank you for your support of Alverno College throughout the past year and for your careful tending of our mission and our work. Your contributions not only help the College grow strong, but you are also helping transform the lives of our students and our community.
Alverno College prepares women for lives of personal and professional distinction and meaningful engagement with the world. Alverno extends this mission by offering graduate and adult programs to women and men. Inspired by its Catholic, Franciscan and liberal arts heritage, the College intentionally creates an inclusive community that engages students in active and collaborative learning and fosters academic excellence.
Alverno College prepares women for lives of personal and professional distinction and meaningful engagement with the world.

Alverno extends this mission by offering graduate and adult programs to women and men.

Inspired by its Catholic, Franciscan and liberal arts heritage, the College intentionally creates an inclusive community that engages students in active and collaborative learning and fosters academic excellence.
he legendary Japanese swordsman Miyamoto Musashi dispensed wisdom with the same sharp-edged insight with which he wielded his saber: “Perception is strong and sight weak. In strategy it is important to see distant things as if they were close and to take a distanced view of close things.”

It was 130 years ago, so clearly a “distant thing,” that Mother Alexia and Mother Alfons planted the seeds that would become Alverno College. This brave step yielded the mission we embrace today, the education and empowerment of women. But how should we do that, working in a world so stunningly different from the world of our founders?

This became our dominant planning question as we began the work to forge a path for Alverno to make a clear and palpable difference in much the same way we expect our graduates to do. Alverno women, and future generations of them, are why we crafted a forward-looking, mission-driven strategic plan to guide our growth.

Ambitious yet flexible, the Alverno plan seeks to seize new opportunities and adapt to new realities. It is about Alverno’s unique approach to educating undergraduate women, but it is also about shaping graduate, two-year and continuing education programs that allow both women and men to embrace Alverno values and achieve excellence as competent and principled leaders.

The plan builds upon Alverno’s historic strengths, our “distant things,” and yet is clearly tied to current workforce and educational demands of Milwaukee, the region, the nation and the globe. At the absolute heart of Alverno’s plan are our students, who guide each decision we make.

More than a century after our founding mothers established what is now Alverno College, seeds of knowledge, wisdom and hope continue to grow on Alverno’s campus. From faculty, administrators and staff to loyal supporters, trustees and alumnae to our students themselves, countless individuals help this College and its students flourish.

To our faithful and generous supporters who cherish the “distant things” and are eager to see the future we will create, we are humbled by your devotion and more than grateful for your support. Your engagement continues to yield an incredible bounty of alumnae with the right values and right skills for the world.

It’s really quite simple: our plan is to cherish who we are and from where we have come; to do what we do best while looking deeply and critically about how to do it better; to align our work and what we offer the world more closely with the times in which we find ourselves; and, as the School Sisters of St. Francis have always done, to work to serve the world’s most pressing needs.

We absolutely count on you. Thank you so much for being “in it” with us!
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When she was growing up, **Morgan Raddatz’s parents always stressed** the importance of education.

“It’s going to get you ahead in life,” she remembers them telling her.

When Raddatz arrived at Alverno, she seized every opportunity she could. She volunteered, joined student organizations, worked campus jobs, led a book donation drive for students in Liberia and served as a peer mentor and tutor. Her drive to learn led her to supplement her Communication major with three supports: English, Creative Studies in Writing, and Spanish Language and Culture.

“Alverno gave me the opportunity to expand my education,” she says.

At Alverno, Raddatz found a community of peers and faculty who shared her desire to not only learn more about the world but to also apply those lessons to real life.

“This inspired me to reach out and to ask questions as well as to connect with those around me,” she says.

During her final semester, Raddatz won a competitive internship on the communications team at the Boerke Company, a commercial real estate firm in downtown Milwaukee.

When Raddatz graduated from Alverno with honors in December 2017, she was proud to become the first in her family to achieve that milestone.

“I had an opportunity that not many people in my family have received,” she says. “I want to honor the experiences and sacrifices of my family.”

Raddatz now aspires to pursue a career in public relations. She also hopes to travel and expand her Spanish language skills. With her Alverno degree in hand, she’s confident that her future will be bright.

“My Alverno experience transformed me as an individual and prepared me to tackle any challenge,” she says.

**68% of Alverno students are first-generation college students**
Alverno transformed me because: it opened my eyes to the positivity and support people can have for one another. The type of environment created by the instructors and students is one I’ll strive to have in any professional school or workplace.

—Donna Zehner, Class of ’19
For 130 years, Alverno has encouraged and guided women to realize their full potential and achieve their dreams. Through a collaborative and hands-on education, and through the dedication of faculty, staff and College supporters, our students have a bedrock of support as they aim high.

Alverno’s strategic plan builds upon this longstanding commitment to excellence by expanding and adding opportunities for students’ academic and professional development. In doing so, the College will attract high-achieving students and prepare all students for futures in a competitive marketplace.

In the late 1970s, **Kiyoko Toyama ’81** was raising two sons and working part-time in a medical office, where she met female patients with careers of their own.

“I should be doing that,” she remembers thinking, but she wasn’t sure how — until she discovered Alverno. Upon graduation, Toyama put her Business and Management degree to work at the U.S. headquarters of a Japanese manufacturer. She rose to president in 1999, a role she held for 13 years before her retirement.

“Alverno taught me to be independent and confident,” she says, adding that she now advises women to “be confident in your ability and forge on with what you want to accomplish.”

Armed with such confidence is Alverno student **Donna Zehner**, an aspiring doctor. The Biology and Chemistry double major plays basketball, serves as a tutor and is a residence hall adviser in the Center for Academic Excellence wing.

As a child, Zehner says she never questioned whether she could pursue her dreams. She now realizes that isn’t the case for every woman. “At Alverno, they work really hard to empower you. I didn’t understand at first why that was important,” she says. “Once I heard others’ stories, it opened my eyes.”

As a result, Zehner launched a student group to “help women set a goal and achieve it. I want women to feel empowered to do anything.”

**Strategic Initiatives Underway**

- Expand the Center for Academic Excellence’s reach as it provides a learning community and facilitates student-faculty research projects and leadership development
- Expand competitive internship offerings for students
- Advance partnerships that allow students to earn dual degrees in traditionally male-dominated fields, such as math and computer science

**Women held** 20.2% of board seats at Fortune 500 companies in 2016, while minority women held 3.8%.

Source: Catalyst Inc.

Kiyoko Toyama ’81
Alverno transformed me because: I learned how to see life in a different way.

—Monica Perez '15
Monica Perez ’15 knew she wanted a career that would allow her to help people. But it wasn’t until she learned about Alverno’s Master of Science in Community Psychology program that she found her path.

Perez is now a licensed professional counselor in training at Tree of Life Counseling Center in Milwaukee. A native Spanish speaker, she provides bilingual counseling — meeting a significant community need.

“There’s still a big stigma. For most of my clients who are Latinos, the first time I see them is their first time going to counseling. They’re really nervous, and they don’t know what to expect,” she says.

Through her experiences at Alverno and beyond, Perez has learned how to educate her clients and to help them feel comfortable with caring for themselves. She works to establish a rapport to ensure that her clients get the most out of their sessions.

“I know I’m helping clients when we can build a strong therapeutic relationship,” she says. “It’s so rewarding to see their growth. I strongly believe that when they are able to experience a safe place — where there is no judgment, but I can still challenge them with love — there is a shift in their self-acceptance.”

Alverno has solid roots in the mental health community thanks to such groundbreaking areas of study as Music Therapy and Community Psychology.

As demand for mental health services rises and the profession confronts a labor shortage, the College is growing to meet these crucial needs. Alverno will apply its uniquely community-focused lens, which considers an individual holistically, to a new bachelor’s degree in Social Work and new graduate programs in Music Therapy and School Psychology. These programs will partner with Alverno’s other schools, creating an interdisciplinary approach that reflects how mental health services are being provided today.

Approximately 1 in 5 Milwaukeeans has been diagnosed with or received treatment for a mental health condition.

Source: City of Milwaukee Health Department 2015-16 Community Health Assessment
Alverno transformed me because: For the first time I felt like school was “home.” I learned new things in new ways and amazed myself with what I could accomplish.
—Linda Bay ’01 ’04 ’07
Alverno will continue to prepare highly skilled health professionals and leaders to thrive in a constantly evolving field. Building upon nearly 90 years of educating nurses to make a difference in Milwaukee and beyond, the College’s initiatives will ensure that Alverno graduates remain in demand.

One key goal will be introducing new specialties and advanced leadership training for nurses and expanding Alverno’s first doctorate program, the Doctorate of Nursing Practice.

Recognizing the need for health professionals doesn’t stop at nurses, Alverno will also expand and add non-nursing programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels. That includes growing a pre-Physical Therapy undergraduate major and launching a graduate level Physician Assistant program.

“Don’t stop until you get a D in your degree,” clinical nurse specialist Linda Bay ’01 ’04 ’07 remembers one of her mentors telling her. Bay says she would share this with other nurses before taking her own advice, enrolling in the first cohort of Alverno’s Doctorate of Nursing Practice.

Bay, who earned her bachelor’s and master’s degrees in Nursing from Alverno, enjoys the lifelong friendships she has made, and continues to make, here. She also appreciates the opportunity to learn from the experiences of faculty and classmates, not to mention a sense of empowerment.

“I already feel the urge to change the world, and I know the education at Alverno will provide me the tools to do so,“ she says. “The future of nursing and of health care is changing at an ever increasing pace, and the DNP from Alverno will help me to be the change I want to see for my patients, my hospital, my community and the world.”

Strategic Initiatives Underway

- Add a Geriatric Nurse Practitioner program to equip more advanced-practice nurses with the skills needed to serve an aging population
- Offer nursing alternatives, such as Kinesiology (pre-Physical Therapy) at the undergraduate level and a Physician Assistant program at the graduate level
- Continue growing the Doctorate of Nursing Practice program launched in January 2017

Nearly 1 in 3 Wisconsin nurse leaders plan to leave their jobs in the next several years, creating new opportunities for graduates

Source: Wisconsin Center for Nursing
Alverno transformed me because: It has made me become more aware of my place in the world and my purpose.

—Emerald Summers, Class of ’18
Emerald Summers has always been at home in the classroom. Growing up, she would play teacher in her mother’s classroom. During the summer, her mother would keep Summers and her brother busy with workbook activities because “she didn’t want us to stop learning.”

Summers, as a matter of fact, hasn’t stopped learning and now aspires to become a teacher herself. She has fully embraced the Alverno drive for growth, viewing her successes and challenges as equally important stages of her journey. She has even retaken a class several times until she truly felt she had mastered the content.

“Alverno has showed me how to push and how to commit to what I really want in life,” she says.

Drawn to Alverno by the fact that her favorite teachers were alumnae, Summers can’t wait to join them when she graduates this year.

“The things that they learned at Alverno, they poured into me,” she says. “Now I’m going to be able to do the same thing.”
Alverno transforms the community because: Our culture of compassionate leadership, coupled with our constant evolution, prepares our graduates for professional distinction in a rapidly changing world.

—Carole Chabries
To achieve its highest ambitions, Alverno has created the School of Adult Learning and New Initiatives. Led by Dean Carole Chabries, the new school serves as a catalyst and as a responsive and nimble partner to Alverno’s other schools.

In line with Alverno’s history of evolving to meet the changing needs of its students, the new school is home to existing degree-completion programs, as well as new online and hybrid programs, certificates and digital badges. The school’s status as a pioneer is already cemented with Alverno’s participation in a selective program to ensure college graduates master the skills that employers demand, which aligns with Alverno’s internationally recognized 8 Abilities.

Carole Chabries immediately knew Alverno was special. “People believe in the Alverno way, and I am really excited to be a part of that,” says the College’s newest dean.

The School for Adult Learning and New Initiatives will “accelerate the innovation that’s happening” across Alverno’s existing schools, Chabries says. For instance: finding new and creative ways to teach in online and hybrid settings while being true to the abilities-based curriculum.

“This approach will help us develop new avenues for students to earn degrees or certifications,” she says. “It will also guide our work of expanding academic offerings in response to the needs of our Milwaukee community and the wider region.”

Such innovation will be faithful to Alverno’s mission, especially in a competitive higher education landscape where women comprise the majority of students. The new school will further advance this mission by meeting students where they are at. It will also ensure Alverno’s adaptability to rapidly changing workforce needs at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.

“The more creative we can be in offering multiple pathways to a meaningful credential, the more support we’ll be able to offer women and men as they strive toward their personal and professional goals,” Chabries says.

---

38% of U.S. undergrads are older than 25
26% have children
58% work while enrolled in college

Source: Lumina Foundation
Alverno is the first college or university in Wisconsin to be named a Hispanic-Serving Institution, a national designation that benefits all students.
By the Numbers

130 years of educating women

Our College

101 internship sites that gave Arts & Sciences and Business students the opportunity for hands-on learning in the 2016-17 school year

7 years in a row of being recognized by U.S. News & World Report as a top Midwest college for our “strong commitment to teaching”

99 full-time faculty, most of whom have the highest degrees in their field

$103.7 million

The amount of assets — including land, buildings, investments, cash and other assets — that Alverno held as of June 30, 2017, versus liabilities of $22.5 million
Our Alums

86% of recent graduates are employed full-time or continuing their education

17,000 Alverno Strong women are making a difference in their communities and the world

More than 90% of all Alverno alums live and work in Wisconsin

76% of recent alums remain in Milwaukee County

Our Students

94% of undergraduate students come from Wisconsin, while the remaining 6% come from 12 states and 10 countries*

20 religious faiths, including Catholicism, are represented on campus

2,017 total undergraduate and graduate student enrollment*

*Fall 2016 enrollment
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Alverno offers 60+ major areas of study
(including Music Therapy)
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Metrodora M. Evagelatos
Fredricks ’98 ’12
Jeanne Fricano
Nicholas G. Fricano
Salvatore Fricano
Tamra L. ’09 & Jason Fricke
Jeanine ’57 & Ted F. Friday
Mary M. Frieske ’33 ’10
Sandra ’89 & Roy Frisque
Dave Fritsch
Phyllis Fritsch
Gwen M. ’99 & John Frohmader
Mari-Ellen ’89 & John Fry
Christina M. Gebauer Fuchs ’15
Barbara Fulnder
Monica R. Fulsom McNaughton ’13
Judith ’64 & Bjorn H. Gade
William J. Gaertner
Donna ’68 & Thomas Gaffney
Neddi L. Gale ’97 ’10
Diane ’85 & William Galles
Laurie L. Gallic ’91
Leah E. Ganske ’11
Linda Garcia Barnard ’98 & Daniel Barnard
Elizabeth C. & Manuel Garcia
Amber L. Gardiner ’94
Ellen M. Gardner ’89
Elaine C. ’63 & Richard F. Garvey
Linda ’78 & Gary Gatton
Nancy ’85 & Thomas Gazazza
Carol Koziskie Gearheart ’66
Arthur Gebhardt
Patricia R. & Paul Geenen
Sharron ’59 & Julie Gehrig
Barbara ’63 & Francis Geisen
Gretchen A. Geist
Joanne ’66 & Joseph Gelsthorpe
Catherine A. Rivard Gennrich ’73
Carol ’84 & William Genrich
Amanda L. Gentele ’13 & Jacinto Garrido-Gentele
Karen Gerek
Jean D. Gerstberger ’32
Melissa Gerum
Paul Gessner
Lynn M. Mortenson Gettrust ’10
Donna Seipel Gettys ’79
Janice Nussbaum Gallourakis ’68
Rose C. Giannini ’88
Georgiann M. ’84 & William E. Gielow
Elizabeth M. & Thomas Giencke
Jill A. Giencke ’81 & Neal J. Radke
Valerie L. Gietzel ’12
Janice K. Gifford ’82
Kathleen (Casey) ’66 & Michael Gigli
Miko Bell Gill ’10
Tracy C. ’13 & Joseph Gingrass
Mary ’66 & John W. Giorgio
Bernadette ’68 & James Gitter
Carol A. ’94 & Jim Gleason
Marilyn Gilemsmann ’85 & Otto H. Nelson
Steve Glynn
Sr. Barbara J. Goertz ’05
Jeanne P. Goestenkors ’88 & A. Norman Langhout
Katrina J. ’05 & Tom Goetz
Mary & Marty Golden
Linda L. Phelps Golembiewski ’83
Kathlyn J. Salentine Gollup ’09
Sherry L. Golwitzer
Monica T. Gomez Isaac ’01
Michelle M. Gonzales ’04 & Troy B. Schneiker
Edna E. Gonzalez ’17

The letter ‘H’ preceding the alum year indicates an honorary status. † Deceased
Lindsay O. Gonzalez '11
Kimberly Goode
Cecelia I. Gore '92 '08
Barbara '80 & Curtis J. Gorecki
Marilyn '67 & Joel Gorun
Steve Gorzek
Janette L. Marmes Gossdeck '90
Bonnie J. '86 & John Gould
Gloria '89 & Donald Grabarczyk
Lorna J. '81 & Scott F. Grade
Toni A. Gradienik '75
Lorraine M. '66 & William R. Grady
Kathleen Graff '73
Gloria Gragnani '67
Katrina L. Crochrell Graham '04
Bonita F. Grahn '82
Dolores Grantz '57
Barbara Tennant Gray
Lois C. '84 & John Graydon
Betty Knobbe Grayson '83
Georganna M. Greenias
Patricia Greco '71
Lisa M. Green '93 &
Randal W. Brown
Sharon M. '95 '06 & Tyler Green
Beverly M. Greenberg
Dorothy L. Hall Greer '94
Judith A. Gregor '68
Lois Gresholt '91
Patricia A. Bohdanowicz Gresser '66
William & Andrea '01 Greuel
Mary F. '68 & Giles Grimes
Barbara B. & Anthony Groshek
Dawn M. Groshek '93
Jean A. Groshek
Mariah B. Groshek '14
Judith '66 & Herbert Grosspit
Sandra '66 & Robert B. Grosz
Laura L. '97 & Todd Grover
Gary P. & Joanne Grunau
John Grunau
Deanna Guenther '85
Sonja S. Guereca '16
Carolyn '63 & William R. Guerra
Marios Guerrerio '16
Kelly M. Guhr
Lauralee F. Guilbault
Erica '00 & Jay Gumienny
Jeanne S. '70 & Anthony Gundy
Holly D. Gustafson '13
Ruth V. Gutowski '88
Anna '83 & Patrick Guy
Alice R. & Eddie M. Guzman
Barbara Jean Haag-Heitman '77 &
Timothy Heitman
Gail J. '90 & Thomas Haberman
Glen & Claire Hackmann
Janice L. Hagberg '90
Kathryn '74 & Gaylord Hahn
Susan L. Hahn '68
Marlene H. '81 & John H. Haigh
Mary '67 & Charles Haines
Mary E. '84 & Michael R. Hajny
Sr. Bernadette Halbur '53
Shannon M. Haley '13
Eve M. Hall
Donna M. '79 & Joseph Halpin Jr.
Jean I. Hamann '88
Bernadette '73 & Lyle Hamilton
Angela L. '16 & Scott Hammer
Laurence C. Hammond
Tim & Diane (Schenk) '63 Hanley
Eileen M. Hanley '03
Sr. Carol Hannig '67
Jean E. '90 '08 & Mark Hansen
Judith Hansen
Kathryn A. '69 & Richard T. Hansen
Mary Ann H. Halvey Hanson '72
Sr. Marietta Hanus '53
Carol J. Hardwick '68
Joan J. Hardy
Patricia A. '93 & William F.
Hartmann Jr.
Rosalie B. Hartmann '70
Sallyanne M. Hassett '69
Alice Romanik Hatzenbeller '88
Alaina M. Haubrich '15
Sr. Mary C. Hauke '75
Lisa M. Jesse Haulotte '94 '99
Donal Hausch & Joanne Thomson
Tara V. Haywood '08
Jean A. '60 & Thomas Head
Mari-Anne '91 & Donald Hechmann
Judy & David Hecker
Sylvia '67 & Robert T. Hedin
Sr. Elizabeth Ann Heese '61
Britney E. Radakovitch Hefti '16
Margaret M. Hegeman '02 '12
Mary Hegeman
Sr. Dorothy Hegeman '54
Marilyn Lo Presti Hegge '65
Jason Heiman
Doris & Edward Heiser
Helen '59 & John Helbing
Alice '69 & Bernard Hellgeth
Maureen Hellweg '68
Dawn J. Helsing Wolters
David B. Henderson
Diane '55 & John Hendrickson
Frances Henkel '65
Barbara J. Henry '08
Cecilia & Harold Hentges
Sr. Leanne Herda '49
Debra M. Herman '96
Maria C. Hernandez '11
Jim & Heidi Hilby
Candace M. Hill '16
Lashawn L. Hill '11 '15
Jeanne Olson Hillebrand '58
Christy Hill-Inman '82
Bonnie Marvin Hine '87
Holly Beth Hinrichs-Dahms '71
Sharon '67 & Marvin R. Hipp
Bridget M. Hirth '12
Susan M. Hladny
Patricia '63 & Gerald Hoefer
Barbara '82 & Allan Hoelt
Beverly L. Roecker Hoeger '83
Jean M. Hierseman Hoffman '11
Jordan Hoffmeier
Sheila Sullivan Holbrook '64 &
James J. Holbrook Jr.
Glenda (Moschetz) Holm '69
Brenda F. '95 & Eugene Holman
Mary Kay '67 & William T. Holmes
Cynthia '67 & Nils Holmgren
Randall Holzman
Ellen L. Plutshack Hopper '96
Cynthia '93 & Sean Horner
Daniel E. & Susan Horton
Maryjoyce Hotelling '74
Peggy A. House '63
Donna & James J. Howard III
Marilyn Jeffries Hrbek '67
Patricia '65 & Lee Hribar
Kailley M. Huba '16
Wiltrud A. Sigl Hubbard '83
Tracy Hudrick-Tracy '89 &
Steven Tracy
Edith L. Hudson '10
Robert O. &
Katherine Hudson H '14
Kathryn Hug '70
Mary Ellen '63 & Terence Hughes
Mary Ruth '67 & Robert E. Hunn
Jennifer E. Hunter-Burrus '09
Judith A. Hurley '88 '00
Kathleen '87 & David Hutchison
Mary Kathleen '84 '95
Mittmann Hyde '92
Joan '69 & Mel Hynek
Sherron L. '16 & Robert Idom Jr.
Kristen J. Ingalls '95
Mary R. Ingram '77
Marcia B. Goldstein Iversen '05
Amal Eid Jaber '01
Cindy F. '91 & Kevin Jackson
Sr. Dorothy A. Jackson '75
Marcia M. March Jackson '61
Linda M. Jacobi-Miller '13 &
Douglas W. Miller
Barbara E. Dietz Jacobs '95
Joan M. Jacobsen '87
Robert P. & Mary Jacobson
Jeanne '64 & Robert B. Jacques
Heather A. Conlan Jagliello '13
Arline Janczak
Donald F. Janicki
Justine L. Janicki '10
Brenda L. Janke '86
Marlene F. '56 & Theodore Jansen
Jane M. Janusz '75
Lynette M. Jarreau '92
Natalie D. Schutz Jaskie '16
Nancy Ann Javore '87
Teela S. Jeanes '13
Ronald F. Jendrusch
Rose Mary Jennaro
Cynthia J. Jensen '83 &
Joseph Clarke
Patricia J. Jensen '71
Lenore Jerabek '66
Stephen & Monica Jeske
Geraldine Groh Jessmon '89
Heidi L. Jeter
Monica A. Jimenez '17
James & Angelina Zammuto '64
Jodie
Wendy J. '84 & Frank M. Johanek
Carol L. Johansen
Jennifer J. & Steven Johanson
Celeste M. Johnson '15
Frankie '66 & Earl H. Johnson
Gretchen Johnson '90
Jennifer L. '11 & Allen Johnson
Karen A. Johnson '97
Martha J. Johnson & Kevin Riordan
Linda M. Johnson-Dynek '91 '99 &
Jess Dynek
Ililio M. De La Cerda Jones '78
Mary Claire Jones '88
Paul W. & Pat Jones
Judy & Gary Jorgensen
Dennis Joy
Nancy '63 & Donald L. Juday
Eddie Jung
Debra J. Jupka '75
Laura M. Juras
Julie A. '99 & Matthew Hutzenka
Patricia A. '66 & Richard Kadlic
Donald Kahle
Lois P. Kailhofer
Sherri S. Sandona Kamenski '16
Doris Catalano Kamys '58
Alissa A. Karl '15
Nancy '61 & Donald H. Karowski
Roseanne '63 & Kenneth A. Karolik
Mary El '60 & Robert Kastelic, MD
Patricia '82 & Raymond M. Kastner
Katherine L. '00 & Vincent Katter
Lynnea S. Katz-Petted '03 &
Paul Petted
Carol '91 & Robert Kaufmann
Connie M. Eckel Dalton Kaufmann '72
Kathleen A. Kaufmann
Mary Jo '17 & Lynn Kaufmann
Joyce ‘61 & Martin Kleiber
Victoria ‘72 & Paul D. Klatt
Sr. Joannes Klas ‘65
Kathleen K. & Mark Klaas
Mary J. & Kenneth Kitten
Susan Crysdale Kist ‘79
Alan Kison
Frances ‘11 & Mike Kis
Diane L. Kippert-Gunderson ‘89
Raymond L. Kimberley
Mary R. Kihslinger ‘64
Kathleen M. Kies
Margaret & Timothy Kezman
Judith A. Keyes
Bruce & Laurie Kestelman
Barbara & Anthony Kesman
Mary Pat Kerrigan ‘58
Sarajane & Robert Kennedy
Peg T. Kelly
Amy L. ‘97 & Kevin Kelly
Sheryl L. Hoyt Kelley ‘11
Samuel Keller
Nancy W. Keller
Barbara F. ‘65 & John L. Keller
Loretta M. ‘93 & James Kegel
Jacqueline McPherson Keene ‘74
James & Loretta M. Kegel
Loretta M. ‘93 & James Kegel
Barbara F. ‘55 & John L. Keller
Nancy W. Keller
Samuel Keller
Sheryl L. Hoyt Kelley ‘11
Mary & Ted Kellner
Amy L. ‘97 & Kevin Kelly
Joy Lynn Kelsey
Nathalie & Brian Kelsey
Sarahajane & Robert Kennedy
Mary Anne Keul ‘67
Judith A. Keyes
Margaret & Timothy Kezman
Donna L. & Jeffrey Kierzek
Kathleen M. Kies H ‘77
Mary R. Khislinger ‘64
Patricia ‘59 & Raymond L. Kimberley
Diane L. Kippert-Gunderson ‘89
Frances ‘11 & Mike Kis
Alan Kison
Susan Crysdale Kist ‘79
Mary J. & Kenneth Kitten
Darin Klaas
Kathleen K. & Mark Klaas
Sr. Joannes Klas ‘85
Victoria ‘72 & Paul D. Klatt
Joyce ‘61 & Martin Kleiber
Donald & Gabriella ‘83 † Klein
Dorothy Buczek Kleinke ‘81
M. Patricia ‘83 & John H. Klever
Cecilia ‘71 & Richard D. Kloster
Mary Sue ‘81 & Roland Klotz
Barbara A. Kluka ‘66
Caroline Ryczek Kobb ‘36
Ann M. ‘50 & Michael Koch
Erin M. Koch ‘13
Susan Koebel ‘73
Ann M. ‘75 & Ed Koenig
Jullily Kohler
Dana G. ‘96 & David Kuhlmeier
Carrie M. Kollatz ‘12
William L. Korn
Linda Komoll
Chris Kondrick
Kathleen O’Malley Koneazny ‘87
Gloria Harter Konkel ‘83
Jennifer Koppis-Wagner ‘93
John & Connie Kordsmeier
Marina Castillo Korducki
Marian R. Korn
Irina Korolkov ‘12
Jessica Kosempa
Nancy A. ‘04 & Michael Kost
Diana E. Kostal
Tanya M. Mattern Kotar ‘09
Kathleen Kouzmannoff ‘68 & Robert Wallace
Louann Koval
Barbara ‘60 & Wayne E. Kowalski
Mary Koziobski
Anthony M. Kramer
Marianne M. Kramer
Ann Kramer-Haag ‘81 & Terrence Haag
Kathryn Pekny Krebs ‘66
Frank J. & Marina Krejci
Sylvia J. Blomgren Kreutzmann ‘87
Cynthia L. Kreuzer
Helen ‘71 & Thomas Kroening
Isabelle C. Kros ‘15
Carol S. Krol
Katie S. ‘11 & James L. Krueger
Amanda J. Krull ‘10
Mary Beth ‘84 & Timothy J. Krystowiak
Sr. Sharon J. Kubes ‘64
Peggy A. ‘03 & Dennis Kubrick
Mary Ann ‘59 & William Kucera
Marie ‘54 & David Kuemmel
Molly E. Kuether ‘15
Judith ‘75 & Dennis Kuhn
Marcy H. Silverstein Kulakow ‘12
Kelli M. ‘12 & David Kulp
Norma F. Psaris Kunze ‘16
Catherine Kuren Ovshinsky ‘67 & Harvey Ovshinsky
Caroline ‘70 & Dennis Kysely
Jean B. Flasch La Dew ‘82
Anthony J. & Jane La Rosa
Barbara A. ‘97 & Ronald Laabs
Mary Ann & Charles P. LaBahn
Richard & Cathy ‘62 Labinski
Annmarie L. LaBonte ‘13
Karen ‘83 & Earl P. Lackey
Anne Ladky & Karen Fishman
Kathy Lake
Rosemary Lake ‘63 & Don Sieffes
Justin R. LaManna
Kathleen Lamb ‘95 ‘12 & Bill Chappell
Rebekah R. Lancelin ‘97
Roberta ‘89 & Richard Landsee
Jodie ‘96 & Thomas Lane
Norma M. Skrzypchak Lang ‘81
Margaret K. Mahas Lange ‘01
Jeff Langenbach
Mary Langenohl ‘66
Kevin Langreck
Mary L. ‘90 & Tom Lantz
Susan L. ‘89 & Kenneth Laplante
Melanie S. LaPorte
Marilyn T. ‘38 & Robert J. Lapota
Grace ‘81 & Thor Larsen
Dara L. Larson & David J. Gnadt
Margaret ‘88 & Lawrence Larson
Nancy L. & Arthur J. Laskin
Ann M. Lau Clark ‘86 & Joseph Clark
Patricia ‘59 & William F. Lau
Betty ‘68 & Jay Lauck
Sharon E. ‘87 & Thomas Laupp
Kathleen Lawler ‘82
Rita M. Laws ‘80
Lois L. Klas Lawton ‘87
Donald Jr. & Mary Jo Layden
Diane ‘80 & Joseph Lear
Eileen ‘66 & Kearn Lee
Franzetta L. Williams Lee ‘77
Virginia S. Lee
Jo Ann ‘70 & Dennis Leeder
Robin S. Leenhouts
Marjorie ‘66 & Anthony Leger
Mary V. Lehnen
Susan ‘05 & Daniel Leister
Jennifer K. Nelson Lemioux ‘96
A. Glenn Lemmences
Carol M. ‘92 & Thomas Lemmermann
James H. & Maria I. Lentz
Barbara ‘63 & Thomas E. Leonard
Danielle ‘80 & J. R. Leonard
Kaye W. ‘11 & James Leszczynski
Graceabellie Casey LeVander ‘54
Allen & Laura Leverett
Carol ‘71 & Paul A. Levin
Mark A. Levine
John Lewandowski
Patricia Lewis & Todd Penland
Phoebe R. Lewis
Lois Leynse ‘78
Marcia Liebau Schultz ‘78
Dena Lieberman & John B. Stutt
Loretta J. ‘62 & John J. Lieske III
Gerri Lietz-Stafflifeno ‘80
Sally A. Lindner ‘08
Therese R. Stassi Linsky ‘61 & George Linsky
Jonathan D. & Rina Little
Dr. Marjory Bong-Ray Liu ‘59
Josefina & Mary E. Litz
Cathleen E. Manley-Frix ‘98
Michael Manke
Connie Retka Manke ‘75 & Kathleen ‘86 & Paul S. Manicke
Jeanine M. & Edward Maloney
JoAnn Ferril Locos ‘74
Christine Przyblya Long ‘53
Ann M. Loomans
Carol A. ‘02 & Mark Loomis
Kazoua Lor ‘15
Elizabeth J. Lord ‘09
Desty Lorino
Andrea M. ‘90 & Matthew W. Loss
Jeanne M. ‘88 & Stephen Lowry
Sheldon & Marianne S. Lubin
Marion L. Lucas ‘81
Danielle D. Rubel Lucero ‘15
Patricia ‘84 & Daniel Ludvig
Patricia A. Luebke
Shirley Lemke Lueder ‘52
Debra ‘76 & James Luetzow
Sarah M. Lukas ‘08
Barbara ‘69 & Charles Lund
Wayne Lunde
Katherine A. Lundeen
Steve & Sally Lundeen
Linda M. ‘95 & Richard Lundin
Mary-Ann Lupa ‘64 & John W. Lowell
Barbara Lupo
Mary H. ‘87 & Thomas P. Luzinski
Sr. Beth M. Lyman ‘69
Bessie L. ‘83 & Joseph L. Lynch
Janice M. Nicholson Lynch ‘57
Monica L. ‘01 & Thomas Lynch
Janice ‘67 & David Lyon
Sheila E. Dempsey Mack ‘63
Catherine Madden
Karen A. ‘87 & Mark Maertins
Joseph A. Magesto Sr.
Karen & Edward Maher
Nancy ‘80 & Ervin Makal
Joan ‘59 & William Malatestinic
Mary ‘71 & Rodney Malinowski
Judith A. Mallo ‘91
Mary Sulgit Mallon ‘64 & J. Robert Mallon
Darcus E. ‘90 & Robert C. Malone
Jeri Lynn ‘64 & Edward J. Malone
Juliana M. Wagner ‘77 & David L. Malone
Lynn R. ‘75 & Terrence Maloney
Jeanine E. ‘90 & Edward C. Malay
Kathleen ‘86 & Paul S. Manicke
Connie Retka Manke ‘75 & Michael Manke
Cathleen E. Manley-Frix ‘98
Marlene H. Mann
NaQuisha D. Harris Mann ‘09 ‘15
Kimberly A. Marek ‘15
Margaret ‘69 & Richard Marek
Renee M. ‘86 & Timothy M. Marek
Kim J. Marggraf
Nancy V. Paddison
Patricia D. Padjen-McNulty ’73
Elaine E. ’79 & Frank Pagliaro
Jason Palmer
Tiffany J. Loehner Palokonis ’08
Carolyn ’69 & Steven Panoske
Sandra Panuce ’57
Susan Duncan Park ’04
Kathleen ’62 & Edward Parker
Vernice Parker ’92
Areli Alvarez Parkinson ’14
Barbara ’79 & David Patterson
Joanna Patterson
Roxanne M. ’01 & Michael Patterson
Ann P. Patterson-Barton ’77
B. Denise Patton ’82 & ’04
Diane Lundell Pautzke ’88
Carrie A. ’97 & Troy Payne
Flo A. ’89 & James Pearson
Jodi Peck & Les Weil
Micki Peck
Karen Peck-Katz & Alan Katz
Maryanna Pelkowski ’66
Ann H. Pellegrini
Breanne E. Pemberston ’15
Bonita L. Jendrzejek Pendzick ’68
Paula Penebaker
Diane ’86 & Thomas Penzkowski
Lisa ’69 & Eugene A. Pepp
Judy L. ’66 & Terry Peppard
Raquel Perez ’87
Gail L. Pestonik ’93
Geraldine C. ’83 & Gary L. Petersen
Marilyn Petersen
Angela A. Peterson ’06 & ’12
Leslie E. Peterson ’10
Marlene Peterson ’69 & Chuck Kemmler
Tereese A. Draving Peterson ’89
William Peterson & Mary Brinthall-Peterson
Andy Petrasek
Daniela Petrovic ’08
Mary Pettinger ’62
Mardelle K. Guenther Pettit ’68
Joanne Blasier Pfeffer ’88
Howard Phipps
Linda M. Phipps
Susan L. Phipps ’06
Barbara & Edmund Pihler
Lisa R. & James R. ’15 & Pieper
Richard Sr. & Suzanne Pieper
Eloise R. Pierce ’95 & Robert Schmidt
Cassandra C. Pike ’16
Bruce E. & Mary Ellen Pindyck
Sr. Marie Elizabeth Pink ’51
Deborah ’75 & Glenn Pinkowski
Christine A. Pitrof ’89 & Robert Schinschke
Rita W. ’62 & Eldred W. Pitt
Mary ’88 & Dale Pittman
Joanne G. Hardtke Platte ’64
Margaret T. & Robert Pfeifer
Sherry L. Kopecky Plevak ’94
Judith ’57 & James Plute
Alquise E. Poe ’11
Anna Poh ’80
Patrick & Diane Pokrovac
Mary K. Polcynski ’81
Suzanne M. Polenz
Joan M. ’74 & Edward J. Poletti
Idly & Skip Poliner
Ruth L. Polyak
Claudia ’66 & George Porter
Rebecca L. Porter
Joanne A. Pospichal ’91
Margaret M. Pospichal ’91
Theresa M. Mueller Postles ’93
Sr. Barbara Jean Postthast ’70
John Power
Mary Jane W. ’87 & Stephen Powers
Wendy A. Powers & Lisa Irwin
Jane M. Klaas Franke ’67
Ann ’71 & Robert Pellewitz
Laurel Saksowski Pritzfaff ’82
Vera Prof ’87
Gail & David Prohaska
Teresa Pink Przybylski ’36
Louise A. Ptacek
Betty A. Puccio
William R. & Karen Puchner
Paul & Patricia Purcell
Tracey J. Hibbard Purcell ’16
Betty Purman
J. M. Purpuro
Phillip Purpuro
Deborah ’80 & William Quandt
Kelly M. Quandt ’95 & Paul E. Boeshar
Irina G. Quezada Melchor ’17
Julie Quinones
Carol A. ’68 & Dennis Richards
Don Richards
Lois ’68 & Robert Richter
Cathy J. ’71 & Kenneth Rick
Dana A. Riedl
Brendadee Brown Rieman ’66
Annette M. & Steven Ries
Margaret Riester
Lynn T. Swan Rinderle ’88
Ada C. ’88 & Luis F. Rivera
Misa S. Roach ’15
Shelley ’87 & Antonio Robles
Jocelyn Rodriguez ’15 & Daniel Rondin
Mary Roestel ’67
Elizabeth & John Roffers
Carolyn ’58 & David J. Rogers
Gail ’77 & Brian Rogers
Mary Rogney ’80
Kim M. ’83 & Edward Roh
Sue ’59 & Donald Rokop
Carolyn ’63 & Patrick Rollins
Lou Ann ’64 & Robert Roloff
Dianna K. ’78 & Richard E. Root
Mary S. Rowe
Kathleen M. Rowe
Lucy Rosenberg
Jessica A. Rosenberger ’17
Elizabeth J. Ross ’68 & Francisco Aguilar
Catherine Roszak
Sandra J. ’93 & Daniel Rotar
James L. & Diane E. ’68 & Roth
Mary S. Rowe
Patricia ’68 & Kenneth J. Rozeck
Margaret Rozga ’67
Theresa M. Land Rosnik ’78
Rosa Tontinella Ruehl ’54
Julie Rueter-Krebsbach ’81 & James Krebsbach
Mary ’64 & John Runchey
Marlene Teskey Rutta ’80
Alta L. ’98 & Michael Ryan
Patricia A. Ryan ’73
Deceased
Barbara A. ’95 & Thomas W. Sager
Dawn M. Saltbreiter
Julie C. ’77 & Scott Salentine
Guadalupe M. Salinas ’10
Jeffery & Cynthia Salisbury
Alexandra S. ’08 & Sarah Salisott
Mary Samudio
Sheryl J. Samuelson ’73 & David W. Tomlin
Jessica De La Torre Sanchez ’17
Caroline ’79 & David Sanders
Mary Ann ’64 & W. E. Sanders
Robert Sanders ’88 & Larry K. Malanowski
Carmen Sanfelippo
Harjot K. Sandhu Sangha ’08
Jeremy Santori
Barbara ’58 & Richard Sarenc
Lisa J. & Michael Sarenc
Gregg Sarozek
Marion ’56 & Donald J. Sartorelli
Philip T. & Cherry Saunders
Cory & Kelly Savage
John C. Savagian & Diane Grace
Catherine A. Savaglio ’93
LaRae A. Savlan
Nancy T. & Timothy Sawyer
Bob Sayles
Kathleen M. Schactner
Janice ’80 & Kenneth C. Schaetz
Kim D. Schaffer ’81
Sr. Celestine Schall ’48
Mary ’52 & Leonard Scharmach
Karen Scharrer-Erickson ’68
Linda F. & Michael Scheible
Mary C. ’68 & William A. Scheuer
Linda Lannen Schiltz ’70
Joanne L. Schiltz ’85
Karen & Jim Schlater Family
Christopher G. Van Ells
Karen ’66 & Thomas Van Etten
Karen R. ’05 & Peter Van Hoof
Rose A. Yerger Van Lanen ’95
Lisa Van Netzel ’97
Peter & Helen Vanhimebergen
Mona ’67 & Daniel C. Vasholz
Cristina L. ’90 & Danny Vasquez
Jeri L. Vatne ’09
Estrella L. Vega ’15
Gloria Bechtold Venski ’89
Susan ’93 & Randy Veres
Karen Vernal & Tom Kolb
Tia D. Orr Vernon ’08
Linda M. ’97 & Gerald Verwey
Mary I. ’67 & Wilfred Vidal
Karen ’72 & Randolph Videkovich
Rita Vincent ’55
Sharon Vinette-Bower ’64
Bethany C. Vinz ’16
Theresa Virgona ’83
Antoinette P. Vitrano ’97
James Vittone
Anthony J. Vodnik IV
Anne H. Vogel
Sue A. Volkman ’13
Nancy ’66 & William Von Rohr
Bonica D. ’13 & Andre M. Voss
Carletta F. ’02 & Jerry L. Votaw
Carol L. Wacker
Lindsay A. Fry Wacker ’08
Sr. Joan Marie Wagner ’67
Bonni M. ’91 & Robert Wagner
Cynthia A. Comp Wagner ’04
Mary ’63 & Thomas P. Wagner
Sr. Mary Jane C. Wagner ’64
Susan ’68 & Frank J. Wagner
Erika Wagner-Martin
Joan D. ’68 & Franklyn Waldvogel
Rose Mary ’65 & Frederick Valecki
Mary Lou ’82 & Norman B. Walker
Nancy ’69 & Paul Wallace
Kathleen Walsh Curran ’66
Margaret ’79 & Joel Walsh
Mary Jo ’91 & James M. Walsh
Meghan E. Nitz Walsh ’16
Rita ’89 & Thomas P. Walters
Angelyn Ward ’83
Teresa M. Ward ’13
Alice M. Ward-Johnson ’09
Kathleen R. Warnes ’86
Alicia R. Washington White ’13
Eric Weber
Erica J. Kowalski Weber ’12
Janet L. Weber
Carriette ’76 & Clifford Weddle
Beverly R. & Richard Weeden
Judith Burkhalter Weiland ’84
Kenneth M. & Susan F. Weimer
Diana M. ’89 &
Thomas Weisenburger
Dan Weiss
Kathryn Wellenstein ’79
Sandra L. Haasch Weller ’94
Colleen L. Weitei ’06
James Wend
David Wendland
Nancy T. Maurice Wentland ’60
Phyllis ’71 & Gerald Werner
Barbara Wesener ’70
Barbara Fridl Wesley ’57
Patrice L. Wessel Elacqua ’75 &
James J. Elacqua
Joan M. Westdorp ’80
Bonnie Westemeier
Jennifer L. Wheeler ’90
Ann Kiekhaver White ’80
Betty J. Bischof White ’82
Helen Hickman White ’02
Michael White
Ronald White
Paul Whittaker
Joanne ’69 & John J. Wiechers
Lillian M. Wieg ’67
Veronica Balcerak Wielebski ’66
Luanne & Jerome Wielichowski
Laura A. Wiesmueller ’99
Arthur Jr. & Mary Ann Wigchers
James B. & Elizabeth Wigdale
Joan M. Wilde ’59
Patricia M. Wilde ’61 & Bill Wilde
Helen ’66 & Charles Wilder
Gail ’85 & Kline M. Wilkins
Elaine Polaske Williams ’31
Haley C. Williams ’16
Jessica E. Williams ’09
Joan B. ’56 & Charles Williams
Kathleen A. Williams ’96
Kathleen Henthorn Williams ’67
Linda F. ’83 & Bryan K. Williams
Judie Engel Williamson ’89
RaNay Wilmore
Terry Wilmore
Jean ’64 & James Wilson
Kathleen M. Groppi Wilson
Mary M. Wilson ’93
Mary ’67 & Ronald Wilson
Geri D. Wilson-Clayton ’16
Thomas Windsor &
Ramona Rogers-Windsor
Carol L. ’82 & Keith Winegarden
Sr. Phyllis Wirtz ’66
Rita M. ’75 & Thaddeus Wisniewski
Carole J. ’92 ’08 & Monte Witkowski
Susan T. Rosga Witkowski ’66
Margaret A. ’90 & Warren Wittkopp
Suzanne Parr Wodek ’71
Walter Woelfle
Ann ’78 & Kurt Wolfram
Carol M. Wollner ’71
Christine T. Hegerty Woszysk ’13
Dorita ’76 & Leonard Woszysk
Cathryn E. ’83 & Terrence Woods
Sr. Mariel Wozniak ’57
Chinetta S. Wright ’15
Cynthia A. Sume Wright ’97
Anne Wujciak ’65
Phyllis ’63 & Ernst W. Wullenweber
Jo Ann ’88 &
Raymond S. Wutkowski
Barbara J. Wyatt Sibley ’82 &
Rev. Louis Sibley III
Barbara Wysocki ’65
Sandy Wysocki
Kabnoog Xiong ’14
Laurie J. Yann
Niani K. Drew Yarbrough-Quirk ’12
Laeren E. Yates ’17
William B. Yersin
Sharon ’82 & John C. Yockey
Mary E. Young ’13
Kellie M. Yust ’15
Patricia Skomra Zadorozny ’61
Patricia Katzer Zainer ’60
Evrone ’82 & Mark Zalewski
Marjorie ’58 & Robert Zamorski
Donna Mae ’60 & Kenneth Zandt
Kealalani Todd Zane ’69
Tom Zarek
Greg & Mary Zehner
Cherie L. ’97 & Steven Zeier
Elizabeth A. Zelazek ’66
Karen Zielinski ’66
Bernadine Jablonski Ziemb ’68
Ann Marie Komberec Zientek ’74
Sr. Elizabeth F. Zilla ’61
Karen M. Zima ’87
Holly J. Denman Zimmermann ’16
Karen ’75 & Lynnford Zinkel
Jane M. Morrow Ziol ’90
Judith ’66 & Cedorin Zlatic
Jean Zmolek ’82
Karla E. Zuehlke ’98
Clara E. Estevez Zur ’17
Mary ’80 & Brian J. Zydzik
Catherine M. Trester Zyniecki ’15
Alverno transformed me because: I now have the confidence to use my intuition and leadership skills to tackle real-life business problems. I can’t imagine how this personal and professional evolution could have happened anywhere else.

—Pa Ying Lee, Class of ’19
The Alverno Silver Circle Society recognizes those persons who have given to Alverno College for 10 or more consecutive years. Their continuous giving indicates their strong commitment to the College and its students.

Shirley S. Abrahamson
Jeana M. Abromeit & Andrew Stone
Mary Ruth ’58 & John Alberti
Judith Wampach Amberg ’67
Thecla L. Stifter Ambrose ’52
Karen A. ’82 & Rosalbino Ammendola
Janet ’85 & Robert Anderson
Nancy ’92 & Gordon Anderson
Darlene Andert ’83
Patricia ’64 & Daniel Andrae
Anita ’68 & Leon Andrzezewski
Sylvia J. Ansay, PhD ’61 & Richard Ansay
Stephanie A. Arend ’85
Dorice Maryanowski Bonder ’68
Maryann J. ’58 & Thomas Bohn
Christine M. Lach Boetticher ’71
Sr. Dorothy Bock ’50
Ronald L. & Merilee M. Blake
Robert E. Birney
Ray & Caroline Besasie
Mary Beth Pieprzyca Berkes ’75
Judith F. Collier Thompson ’91 & Marian E. Colette ’69 & Dal Macon
Paul S. Medved
Danita Cole Medved ’80 & Paul S. Medved
Maureen ’83 & Michael Daling
Kathleen M. Danes
Noreen ’70 & Daniel D. D’Angelo
Kay ’66 & James Daun
Diana David ’73 & Todd Smith
Joan Gehant Davies ’89
Shirley ’71 & James Davis
Dr. Vivien De Back ’54
Carol ’71 & Michael Debbout
Bernice ’89 & David J. Deboer
Denise S. ’75 & Rick Decock
Mildred C. ’73 & Richard Dehlering
Ann S. Anderson Demorest ’85
Diana ’90 & James R. Dempster
Gay Derdein-Kazarian ’80 & Kaiser Kazarian
Joanne C. ’89 & Nicholas F. Desien
Sr. Bernardin Deutsch ’53
Linda S. ’86 & Patrick J. Devitt
Mary E. ’82 & ’82
Ruth DeYoung Kohler ’15
Ricardo & Margaret Diaz
Lawrence Dieterman
Sr. Mary E. Diez ’78
Patricia Dix Brewer ’68 & Thomas Brewer
Georgie ’67 & Henry Dluzak
Karen P. Doppke ’64 & Philip F. Judy
Catherine D. ’91 & Richard Dowdell
Bradley E. Duckworth ’14
Edith ’78 & Robert DuPuy
Jodi R. & John Eastberg
William E. Edstrom Sr.
Anita M. Eikens
Lucille H. ’97 & Larry Ellenberger
Carole A. ’61 & Byron Elsner
Zohreh Emami & John Davis
Janice E. & John T. Gilligan
Sharon R. ’68 & Paul Escallier
Carole C. ’60 & Richard L. Evans
Rosalie M. Evenson ’77
Beatrice ’88 & John Fargnoli
Arlene M. Feiner ’69
Suzanne M. Felan ’62
Barbara J. Ferket ’55
Mary Ann ’62 & James Ferolo
Dorothy Gammelgaard Fiorino ’63
Anita C. Fischer ’75
Cecilia I. Gore ’69
Bonnie J. ’66 & John Gould
Lorna J. ’81 & Scott F. Grade
Toni A. Gradsidnik ’75
Gloria Gragnani ’67
Sandra E. Graham
Bonita F. Graham ’82
Dolores Grantz ’37
Patricia Grun ’71
Judith A. Gregor ’68
Lois Gresholdt ’91
Mary F. ’68 & Giles Grimes
Barbara B. & Anthony Groshek
Jean A. Groshek
Gary P. & Joanne Grunau
Lauralee F. Guibault
Ruth V. Gutowski ’88
Margo E. ’60 & John E. Guy
Alice R. & Eddie M. Guzman
Bertha M. Werth Haas ’64
Kathryn ’74 & Gaylord Hahn
Marlene H. ’81 & John H. Haigh
Donna M. ’79 & Joseph Halpin Jr.
Jean I. Hamann ’68
Tim & Diane (Schenk) ’63 Hanley
Jean E. ’30 ’58 & Mark Hansen
Patricia A. ’33 & William F. Hartmann Jr.
Rosalie B. Hartmann ’70
Jean A. ’60 & Thomas Head
Mari-Anne ’91 & Donald Hechmann
Sr. Dorothy Hegemann ’54
Marilyn Lo Presti Hegge ’65

The letter ‘H’ preceding the alum year indicates an honorary status. † Deceased
Jane '69 & Richard Sanford  
Caroline '79 & David Sanders  
David W. Tomlin  
Sheryl J. Samuelson '73 &  
M. Fran Fosbinder Rybarik '68  
Patricia A. Ryan '73  
Mary S. Rowe  
James L. & Diane E. Roth  
Diann K. '78 & Richard E. Root  
Lou Ann '64 & Robert Roloff  
Sue '59 & Donald Rokop  
Kim M. '83 & Edward Roh  
Mary Rogney '80  
Kim M. '83 & Edward Roh  
Sue '59 & Donald Rokop  
Carolyn '56 & Kenneth A. Roell  
Edward Modell  
Merle D. Rockwell '80 &  
Edward Modell  
Carolyn V. '56 & Kenneth A. Roell  
Mary Roestel '67  
Carolyn '58 & David J. Rogers  
Mary Rogney '80  
Kim M. '83 & Edward Roh  
Sue '59 & Donald Rokop  
Carolyn '56 & Patrick Rollins  
Lou Ann '64 & Robert Roloff  
Diana K. '78 & Richard E. Root  
Barbara Beth Pace Rosenmerkel '62  
James L. & Diane E. Roth  
Mary S. Rowe  
Patricia A. Ryan '73  
Rebecca L. Ryan  
M. Fran Fosbinder Rybarik '68  
Sheryl J. Samelson '73 &  
David W. Tomin  
Caroline '79 & David Sanders  
Jane '68 & Richard Sanford  
Barbara '58 † & Richard Sarenac  
Kathleen M. Schactner  
Janice '80 & Kenneth C. Schaetz  
Kim D. Schaffer '81  
Sr. Celestine Schall '48  
Mary '52 & Leonard Scharmach  
Linda F. & Michael Scheible  
Christine M. '94 & Glenn Schellinger  
Bernadette Cinquegrani Schembari '62  
Mary C. '88 & William A. Scheuer  
Janice '65 & Allan L. Schmidt  
Elizabeth Schmidt-Kuhr '60 &  
John Kuhr Jr.  
Laurie A. Gray Schroeder '93  
Sarellen McGirr Schuh '80  
Thomas R. Schuler  
Eugenia A. Schuller '52  
Judeen Schulte '71  
Diane Schulz '87  
Elizabeth '72 & Allan Schumacher  
Kathleen M. Schwan Minik &  
Stephen J. Minik  
Mary Ann Schwartz '82  
Loretta '78 & David Scroggs  
Nancy C. '78 & Gary Seabrook  
Marsha Seehler  
Amy H. Shapiro  
Stephen R. Sharkey  
Margaret T. '61 & Patrick Sheehan  
Carol '65 & William Sheppard  
Shirley '82 & Joseph M. Shircel  
Marilyn Shroyer '69 & John Sampen  
Sara A. Shudkin & Scott Woskoff  
Donna M. '66 & Terry Sincere  
Margaret M. '62 & Walter Siodlarz  
Mary N. Skladanek '96 '00  
Gloria Skwier '54 & Jerome Richards  
Eileen Jacobubas Slagis '58  
Madeline '76 & Robert Slama  
Mary Ann Reitz Slattery '58  
Sheryl S. Slocum  
Joanne E. Smiley '96  
Donna E. Clipp Smith '74  
Nancy '68 & Donald E. Smith  
Lynne Smith-Flood '89  
Barbara A. '65 & Peter K. Smorynski  
Maxine Soshnik '68  
Rose E. Purpero Spang '62  
Mary Anne '67 & Anthony G. Spartos  
Dianne J. Kohlenberg Spector '99  
Susan '87 & Gary Stabelfeldt  
Carol '63 & Roland Steegmuller  
Jayne Steffens '68 & Gerald M. Cross  
Rosemary Steimle '60  
Judy A. '64 & Robert Steinike  
Mary '64 & Jerry Stephens  
Sandra J. Stetter '85  
Rosemary A. Stetzer  
Sr. Barbaralie Stieffermann, PhD '64  
Sheila '64 & Francis Stiglbaumer  
Tamara C. '96 & James Strause  
Kris A. '73 '08 & George Strnad  
Mary C. Stryk '86  
Colette M. Miller Suminski '66  
Veronica A. '64 & John F. Sustar  
Vera '61 & Robert Switalski  
Bernadine Wendt Szopinski '54  
Kathleen '60 & Lev P. Taugh  
Mary '64 & Robert L. Taylor  
Robert F. Taylor  
Susan A. Gebhardt Taylor '57  
Clara Theine '65  
Carol Keup Theisen '78  
Colleen Thomas '60  
Katherine Hintgen Thome '63  
Kathleen '66 & M.D. Thompson  
Carol A. '66 & Edward Thornton  
Katherine D. Thornton-Well's '90 &  
Eddie Wells  
Kathryn D. Tisch  
Jacquelyn '65 & Lawrence Titus  
Patricia D. '68 & Clarence A. Topp  
Kyoko Toyama '81  
Claudia '83 & Mark S. Trimble  
Jean Tretow-Schmitz '78 &  
John J. Schmitz  
Norine '61 & Jerome W. Trewyn  
Sharon Trimborn '66  
Marilyn Twombly '68  
Julie Ullman  
Marianne Dombrowski Ullrich '56  
Linda Umbdenstock '88 &  
Fred W. Dunn  
Caroline Meier Urban '62  
Carolyn Pabich Valnet '68  
Karen L. Valley '83  
Jeannette '68 & Robin Van Dorn  
Karen '66 & Thomas Van Etten  
Rose A. Yergar Van Laanen '95  
Patricia A. Varga  
Mona '67 & Daniel C. Vasulh  
Cristina L. '90 & Danny Vasquez  
Judith '85 & Kristians Veinbergs  
Gloria Bechtold Venski '89  
Nancy Verville '53  
Mary L. '67 & Wilfred Vidal  
Karen '72 & Randolph Videkovich  
Theresa Virgona '83  
Anne H. Vogel  
Joyce M. Christopher Waddington '93  
Cynthia A. Comp Wagner '04  
Mary '63 & Thomas P. Wagner  
Rose Mary '65 & Frederick Walecki  
Mary Lou '62 & Norman B. Walker  
Kathleen Walsh Curran '66  
Joyce A. Rosa Walsh '68  
Christel E. Elser Walter '00  
Joan Walter-Schumacher  
Beverly R. & Richard Weeden  
Judith Burkharter Weiland '64  
Susan F. & Kenneth M. Weimer  
Josephine M. Weishaar  
Kathryn Wellenstein '79  
James Wend  
Marguerite Wendell '55  
Nancy T. Maurice Wentland '60  
Barbara Wesener '70  
Patricia A. '74 & Eugene F. Weyers  
Ann Kiehkafer White '80  
Luanne & Jerome Wielichowski  
Laura A. Wiesmueler '99  
Arthur Jr. & Mary Ann Wichgers  
Joan M. Wilde '59  
Patricia M. Wilde '61 & Bill Wilde  
Helen '56 & Charles Wilder  
Theresa '53 & Frank Willenborg  
Joan B. '56 & Charles Williams  
Mary '68 & Gary Williams  
Judy Engell Williamson '89  
Mary '67 & Ronald Wilson  
Rita M. '75 & Thaddeus Wisniewski  
Carole J. '92 '08 & Monte Witkowski  
Susan T. Rozga Witkowski '66  
Mary Jo Obenauf Wolf '61  
Carol M. Wollner '71  
Dorita '76 & Leonard Woloszyk  
Cathryn E. '83 & Terrence Woods  
Barbara J. Wyatt Sibley '82 &  
Rev. Louis Sibley III  
Barbara Wysocki '65  
Sr. Mary Yanny '55  
William B. Yersin  
Ann E. Yezzi  
Donna Mae '60 & Kenneth Zandt  
Kealalani Todd Zane '69  
Mary '62 & Dennis Zapp  
Elizabeth A. Zelaek '66  
Bernadine Jablonski Ziemba '68  
Sr. Elizabeth F. Zilla '61  
Karen M. Zima '87  
Karen '75 & Lynnford Zinkel  
Jean Zmolek '61
HERITAGE SOCIETY

The Alverno Heritage Society recognizes those who have designated the College for support through a bequest, charitable annuity, charitable remainder trust, life insurance policy or personal residence. Through their thoughtfulness, these individuals will make a lasting impact on future generations of students.

Anonymous (23)
Malana Alton ’69
Debra H. Amesqua ’04
Sylvia J. Ansay, PhD ’51
Stephanie A. Arend ’85
Edward A. Bachhuber †
Kathleen Balser ’85
Carol Ann G. ’57 & Donald Banker
Sheryl A. Bartczak ’98
Jeanne Bauer ’61
D. Jane Billings
Ronald L. & Merilee M. Blake
Barbara Blanton ’76
Cornelius & Catherine ’62 Borman
Mary M. Braband ’86
Patricia Dix Brewer ’68
Barbara Brick Havel ’66
Peter W. Bruce
Patricia K. Burmeister ’64
Sandi Callaghan ’81
Monica Caron ’64
Karen A. Case
Charlene Chapman Madden ’64
Camille A. Check ’72
Catherine B. Cleary †
Mary Ellen Collins ’64
Mary Jean Collins ’63
Carol A. Crafton ’84 †
Selma Crivello †
Irene A. Cunningham ’76
Christine ’65 & Dennis † Daleiden
Judith A. Dettmann
Ann M. Devine ’85
Faith E. Devine ’66
Carol Zinner Dolphin ’82
Catherine D. ’91 & Richard Dowdell
Jane Ann Drill ’56
Judith A. Drinka ’61
William E. Eastham
Joanne Engel ’76
Janice Ereh & John T. Gilligan
Carole C. Evens ’60
Arlene M. Feiner ’59
Suzanne M. Felan ’62
Darlene Florek Ebeling ’71
Mary Diane Fox ’65
Donna ’68 & Thomas Gaffney
Julie Puhek Gale ’86
Ellen M. Gardner ’69
Patricia R. & Paul Geenen
Theresa A. Geiger ’66
Joanne ’66 & Joseph Gelstorpe
Georgiann M. ’84 &
William E. Gielow
Sheila M. Gissibl ’98
Jeanne P. Goetzennkors ’68 &
A. Norman Langhout
Cecelia I. Gore ’92 ’08
Bonnie J. Gould ’66
Carol ’58 † & James † Graham
Barbara Tennant Gray
Dorothy A. Greene ’52
Judith A. Gregory ’68
Lois Gresholt ’91
Ruth Gross ’61
Gary Grunau
Carolyn Guerra ’63
Ruth Ann Gundrum ’61
Jean I. Hamann ’68
Tim & Diane (Schenk) ’63 Hanley
Joan J. & L.B. † Hardy
Ralph N. Harkness †
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick A. Muth Jr.
Margaret E. Myota ’75
Elaine Nicgorski ’60
Josephine Nimmer †
M. Diane Nunnelee ’69
Shemagene L. O’Keefe Mullins ’99
Elizabeth M. O’Leary ’54 †
Lorraine A. O’Malley ’91 ’03 &
George Banda
Rose O’Rourke ’56 †
Patricia A. Obenauf ’53 †
Caroline Ogennon ’79
Kristyne M. Olson ’66
Mary Orlowski ’70
Philip W. Ort †
Guy A. & Louise Osborn
Zoe A. Palomas
Shirley Panosian ’78
Barbara A. Parr ’90
Raymond Parr †
Ann P. Patterson-Barton ’77
Mary P. Pautz ’67
Bonita L. Pechman ’68
Lynda Peters ’87
Bonnie L. Peterson ’63
Judith A. Podoll ’83
Constance Polley ’85
Susan J. Poulsen ’80
Teresa Pink Przybyski ’56
Rita R. Purpora ’70
John R. Quinn †
Barbara N. Ramusack ’60
Celeste R. Raspanti ’50
Julia E. Read †
Carole J. Reiners ’11
Sara Rentall ’69
Mary Resnick ’59
Margaret Riester
Mary Roestel ’67
Kim M. Roh ’83
Jeanne Roller ’61
Marion Romens ’64
Carolyn Ruck ’82
M. Fran Rybarik ’68
Elizabeth Schmidt-Kuhn ’60
Audrey Schmitt ’60 †
Joy K. Schreiber ’76
Mary Ann Schwartz ’62
Stephanie Schwarz ’78
Nancy Scripko ’61
Karen Sewall ’67 †
Joan Sheets
Patricia M. Sibertz ’79
Dee A. Sitzberger ’60
Virginia B. Smith †
Maxine Soshnik ’68
Rose E. Spang ’62
Dianne J. Sporer ’99
Jayne Steffens ’68
Rosemary Steimle ’60
Betty S. Stiles ’82
Lori Stonemaker ’50
Tamara C. Strause ’96
Colette M. Suminski ’66
Ann Bonita Swirth ’60
Mary Taylor ’84
Phyllis M. Teets ’86
William & Kathleen ’87 † Thiemann
Colleen Thomas ’60
Ann & Stuart † Tisdale
Barbara A. Treick ’64
Kathleen M. Vandennack ’78
Sharon Vinette-Bower ’84
Theresa Virgona ’63
Nancy Von Rohr ’66
Mary Wagner ’63
Paula B. Washow ’01
Marie Waters ’70
Sherry L. Watson ’95
Filippa C. Weber ’92 †
Marguerite Wendell ’55
Barbara Wesener ’70 & Lee † Toms
Patricia ’68 & Mark Westen
Margaret Weston ’77
Patricia A. Weyers ’74
Joan M. Wilde ’59
Patricia M. Wilde ’81
Jane Wingle ’65
Margaret A. Wittkop ’90
Mary Jo Wolf ’61
Katherine Wooster ’54 †
Mary A. Yersin †

Virginia S. Lee
Dr. Marjory Bong-Ray Liu ’59
Helen ’57 & Anthony Lobue
Mary Ann Lorentz ’60
Louise Lux-Sion †
Janice Lyon ’67
Sheila Mack ’63
Karen A. Maertins ’87
Jean M. Maier &
Edward Indierrieden
Caroline S. Mark †
Jean A. Matusinec ’96
Marlene A. McClure ’93
Karín B. McCullum ’97
Rita T. McDonald, PhD ’62
Phyllis S. McGrath ’56
Mary J. Meehan H’05
Carol M. Meils ’75 †
Lavetta Meyer Torke ’82
Lorene R. Miller ’87 †
Rhoda R. Miller
Jean Minal ’58
Jeanette Mitchell ’82
Miriam Montavon ’60
Mary K. Mulligan ’63
Sylvia Murn ’72
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick A. Muth Jr.
Margaret E. Myota ’75
Elaine Nicgorski ’60
Josephine Nimmer †
M. Diane Nunnelee ’69
Shemagene L. O’Keefe Mullins ’99
Elizabeth M. O’Leary ’54 †
Lorraine A. O’Malley ’91 ’03 &
George Banda
Rose O’Rourke ’56 †
Patricia A. Obenauf ’53 †
Caroline Ogennon ’79
Kristyne M. Olson ’66
Mary Orlowski ’70
Philip W. Ort †
Guy A. & Louise Osborn
Zoe A. Palomas
Shirley Panosian ’78
Barbara A. Parr ’90
Raymond Parr †
Ann P. Patterson-Barton ’77
Mary P. Pautz ’67
Bonita L. Pechman ’68
Lynda Peters ’87
Bonnie L. Peterson ’63
Judith A. Podoll ’83
Constance Polley ’85
Susan J. Poulsen ’80
Teresa Pink Przybyski ’56
Rita R. Purpora ’70
John R. Quinn †
Barbara N. Ramusack ’60
Celeste R. Raspanti ’50
Julia E. Read †
Carole J. Reiners ’11
Sara Rentall ’69
Mary Resnick ’59
Margaret Riester
Mary Roestel ’67
Kim M. Roh ’83
Jeanne Roller ’61
Marion Romens ’64
Carolyn Ruck ’82
M. Fran Rybarik ’68
Elizabeth Schmidt-Kuhn ’60
Audrey Schmitt ’60 †
Joy K. Schreiber ’76
Mary Ann Schwartz ’62
Stephanie Schwarz ’78
Nancy Scripko ’61
Karen Sewall ’67 †
Joan Sheets
Patricia M. Sibertz ’79
Dee A. Sitzberger ’60
Virginia B. Smith †
Maxine Soshnik ’68
Rose E. Spang ’62
Dianne J. Sporer ’99
Jayne Steffens ’68
Rosemary Steimle ’60
Betty S. Stiles ’82
Lori Stonemaker ’50
Tamara C. Strause ’96
Colette M. Suminski ’66
Ann Bonita Swirth ’60
Mary Taylor ’84
Phyllis M. Teets ’86
William & Kathleen ’87 † Thiemann
Colleen Thomas ’60
Ann & Stuart † Tisdale
Barbara A. Treick ’64
Kathleen M. Vandennack ’78
Sharon Vinette-Bower ’84
Theresa Virgona ’63
Nancy Von Rohr ’66
Mary Wagner ’63
Paula B. Washow ’01
Marie Waters ’70
Sherry L. Watson ’95
Filippa C. Weber ’92 †
Marguerite Wendell ’55
Barbara Wesener ’70 & Lee † Toms
Patricia ’68 & Mark Westen
Margaret Weston ’77
Patricia A. Weyers ’74
Joan M. Wilde ’59
Patricia M. Wilde ’81
Jane Wingle ’65
Margaret A. Wittkop ’90
Mary Jo Wolf ’61
Katherine Wooster ’54 †
Mary A. Yersin †
GRANTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS

Anonymous (3)
A.O. Smith Foundation
J. F. Ahern Co.
Allied Construction Employers Association
AmazonSmile Foundation
American Association of University Women
American Islamic College
American Student Assistance
Anon Charitable Trust
AP Environmental Inc.
Aurora Health Care
Bader Philanthropies Inc.
Badger Meter Foundation
Baird
Baker Tilly Virchow Krause LLP
Balestrieri Environmental & Development Inc.
Ronald Lee & Merilee Marie Blake Foundation
BMO Harris Bank
The Boerke Company Inc.
Borman Family Foundation
BoxCast Inc.
Brewers Community Foundation
Brookbank Foundation
The Bucyrus Foundation of the Greater Milwaukee Foundation
The Burke Foundation
Catholic Community Foundation
Charter Manufacturing Co. Foundation Inc.
Children's Community Health Plan
Children's Hospital
Children's Hospital
Comerica Charitable Trust/Hudson Family Fund
Cousins Subs
CPL Industries Inc.
Eagle Enterprises Ltd.
Educators Credit Union
Etter Communications LLC
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund —
Ernst Family Giving Account
Horton Family Fund
A. K. Kesman Family Fund
Frank & Elaine Pagliaro Charitable Foundation
Rogers Family Charitable Fund
Kim & Ed Roh Charitable Fund
J. H. Findorff & Son Inc.
David J. Frank Landscape Contracting Inc.
Food Services Inc.
The Fox Company Inc.
Galaxy Foundation
GDJ Zehner Inc.
Great Lakes Higher Education
Greater Milwaukee Foundation —
Cecilia A. Borenitsch Fund
Joan & Peter W. Bruce Fund
Walter Jay & Clara Charlotte Damm Fund
Carol M. & James A. Graham Fund
Journal Communications — Ione Quinby
Griggs Journalism Scholarship Fund
Edward J. & Doris Hodges Heiser Fund
Alice C. Helland Fund
Judith A. Keyes Family Fund
Edward Inderrieden & Jean Maier Fund
Dorothy Mundschau Fund
Hamilton A. & Emily H. Pinkalla Fund
Randall Family Fund
David C. Scott Sr. Scholarship Fund D
Nancy Crowley Vojtik Scholarship Fund in
Honor of Sister Celestine Schall
James O. Wright Fund
Hamparian Family Foundation
Harley-Davidson Foundation
Health Payment Systems
inFaith Community Foundation/
Levin Charitable
Jazzercise No. 9722
Jewish Community Foundation —
Armin Nankin Family Donor Advised Fund
Abigail & David Nash Philanthropic Fund
Lucy & Jack Rosenberg Donor Advised Fund
Erica P. John Fund
Johnson Sand & Gravel Inc.
Paul & Pat Jones Fund
K. R. Associates Ltd
Knight Barry Title Inc.
Herbert H. Kohl Charities Inc.
Kohler Foundation
Kujawa Enterprises Inc.
Lalumiere League
Langer Roofing & Sheet Metal
Laura & Allen Leverett Charitable Fund
Linda Stein LLC
Lubar Family Foundation
ManpowerGroup
Marcus Corporation Foundation
Marshall & Isley Foundation Inc.
Martin Family Foundation
Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District
Milwaukee Public Schools
National Science Foundation
Northwestern Mutual Foundation
Park Bank Foundation
Peck Foundation, Milwaukee LTD
Pepsi Beverages Company
Pieper Electric Inc./Ideal Mechanical
Suzanne & Richard Pieper Family Foundation
PNC Bank
Gene & Ruth Posner Foundation
Purcell Charitable Foundation
Reiman Foundation Inc.
Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren
Rockwell Automation
Will Ross Memorial Foundation
Safro Toyota
San-A-Care Inc.
Schmidt Custom Floors
School Sisters of St. Francis — U.S. Province
Schwab Charitable Fund —
Klas Family
Guy & Louise Osborn Fund
Margaret Rozga Fund
The Seabury Foundation
SM Legacy Inc.
Daniel M. Soref Charitable Trust
Subway Restaurants
Thirsty Boy LLC
Thrivent Financial
TOSA Foundation
David & Julia Uihlein Charitable Foundation
Uihlein Wilson Architects
United Way of Greater Milwaukee &
Waukesha County Inc.
Vanguard Charitable —
William & Mari Edstrom Giving
Account Fund
Wigchers Family Charitable Fund
VJS Construction Services
Wauwatosa Savings and Loan Foundation
We Energies Foundation
Wells Fargo
Wisconsin Association of Independent
Colleges & Universities
Youth Frontiers
Zebb's Family Restaurant
2016–17 ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS

Alverno Alumnae Association
Established by the Alverno Alumnae Association in 1982 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Alverno Classes of '60 and '61
Established by various donors in 1998 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Alverno College Fund
Established by the Alvin and Marion Birnschein Foundation and originally called the Birnschein Nursing Scholarship. In 1993, it was transferred to the general college endowment fund for scholarship purposes.

Alverno National Council
Established by the President’s Council in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

ANR Pipeline
Established by ANR Pipeline in 1998 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Evelyn D. Arend
Established in 2010 to provide scholarship assistance to needy students who have demonstrated their commitment to lifelong learning by their persistence over time in pursuing their education.

Barlow (Rita, Edward and Helen) Nursing
Established by Edward Barlow in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance to students pursuing a nursing degree.

Beihoff Music
Established by Beihoff Music in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance for music students demonstrating financial need.

Mary Bethune
Established by Patricia Wilde ’61 in 2001 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Beatrice Biesik
Established by Beatrice Biesik ’66 in 2000 to provide scholarship support for students demonstrating financial need.

Barbara Mathews Blanton
Established by Barbara Mathews Blanton ’76 in 1999 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Kathryn M. Bydalek Memorial
Established by Kathryn Bydalek in 1989 to provide scholarship assistance to students training to become teachers, nurses or therapists who will work with troubled or deprived youth.

Robert F. Byrnes
Established by Eleanor Byrnes in 1998 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Alfred & Hilda Case
Established by Alfred Case in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance for female students with a dependent child or children who are also working while pursuing their degree.

Charlotte & James Casey
Established by Michael and Kathleen ’66 Gigl in 1996 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Childcare Support Fund
Established anonymously in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance for students using Alverno College childcare services and who demonstrate financial need.

Catherine Conroy Memorial
Established by Catherine Conroy in 1992 to provide scholarship support for nontraditional students who are continuing to work while attending school.

Cornerstone Foundation of Northeastern Wisconsin
Established by Fort Howard Paper Company in 1985 to assist a full-time freshman who demonstrates financial need and resides in Brown, Outagamie, Kewaunee, Door, Manitowoc, Calumet, Oconto or Shawano county.

Suzanne Kozak Coverdale
Established by David Coverdale in 1999 to provide scholarship assistance to students with children.

Patrick & Anna Cudahy Fund
Established by the Patrick and Anna Cudahy Fund in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Faith Devine
Established by Faith Devine ’66 in 2000 to provide scholarship support for students who are low-income single mothers.

L. William Dewey Jr. Memorial
Established by Briggs & Stratton in 1989 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Filippa DiBella
Established by Filippa DiBella Weber ’92 in 1997 to provide scholarship support for students demonstrating financial need.

Sister Mary Diez Education
Established in 2014 by friends and students of Sister Mary Diez to commemorate her extraordinary leadership of Alverno’s School of Education, her dedication to constant improvement of teacher education programs nationally and globally, and her passion for developing teachers who serve their students with great care, competence and courage.

Sister Austin Doherty
Established in 2014 by friends and students to commemorate her extraordinary leadership in the development of Alverno’s curriculum and her deep belief in seizing every teachable moment to help each student reach her full potential.

Carol Zinner Dolphin Arts/Communication Education
Established by Carol Zinner Dolphin ’82 in 2004 to provide scholarship assistance to students in education (area of communication or fine arts). In addition to education preparation classes, the student must be majoring in English, professional communication, creative arts, theatre arts or dance and movement studies.

Agnes Dunne Memorial
Established by Agnes Dunne in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Sister Elizabeth Engel Memorial
Established by various memorial gifts in 2001 to provide scholarship assistance for education students demonstrating financial need.

Frank & Mary Ernemc Memorial
Established by Mary Ernemc in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance for fine arts students.
Sister JoAnn Euper Memorial
Established in 1998 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Suzanne M. Felan
Established by Suzanne M. Felan ’82 in 2007 in memory of Howard L. Felan and Margaret E. Felan to provide scholarship support for students with majors in elementary or high school education who demonstrate academic promise.

Thom R. Feroah Excellence in Visual Communication
Established by Dr. Thom R. Feroah in 2007 to support partial-tuition scholarships to students who demonstrate outstanding technical and aesthetic abilities in black and white and/or digital photography.

Helene Fuld Health Trust Endowed Scholarship Fund for Baccalaureate Nursing Students
Established by the Helene Fuld Health Trust in 2003 to provide scholarship assistance for students enrolled in Alverno’s baccalaureate nursing program.

Donna and Thomas Gaffney
Established by Donna Gaffney ’68 in 1996 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Raymond Galvin Memorial
Established in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Ellen M. Gardner and Michael Hansen
Established by Ellen Gardner ’69 in 1995 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Georgiann and William Gielow
Established by William and Georgiann ’64 Gielow in 2011 to provide scholarship assistance for a junior- or senior-level nursing, music and/or education student with financial need.

Graduation Class Gifts
Established by various donors in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Sister Bernarda Handrup Memorial
Established by various memorial gifts in 1995 to provide scholarship assistance for physical science students demonstrating financial need.

Barbara Frost Harkness
Established by Ralph Harkness in 2006. Barbara Frost Harkness was a fourth-generation Californian who held a special regard and interest in the welfare of Hispanic people. The intent of this endowed scholarship is to honor her memory by encouraging more young women of Hispanic ethnicity to attend and complete a baccalaureate degree at Alverno College. The ultimate goal is to increase the number of Hispanic college graduates in Milwaukee with the hope that these graduates will serve as a role model and inspiration to other young Hispanic women.

Ralph and Melita Harkness
Established by J. Scott Harkness and Thomas J. Harkness in 2010 on behalf of the families of Ralph and Melita Harkness to provide scholarship assistance for first-generation students demonstrating financial need.

William Randolph Hearst
Established by the William Randolph Hearst Foundation in 1992 to provide scholarship assistance for disadvantaged nontraditional students.

Elizabeth N. Holcombe
Established by Louise Lux-Sions in 1994 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Roland and Bernadine Huber
Established by Bernadine Huber ’75 in 2000 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Larry K. Hyde
Established by Kathleen Hyde ’92 in 2002 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Sister Theophane Hytrek Memorial
Established in 1992 to provide scholarship assistance for music students demonstrating financial need.

Knights of Columbus — Father Zeyen Memorial
Established by the Bishop Henni General Assembly Fourth Degree Knights of Columbus in 1952 to perpetuate the memory of Father Zeyen and to provide a music scholarship.

Kohler Foundation
Established by the Kohler Foundation in 1984 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Mary Ann and Charles LaBahn
Established by Mary Ann and Charles LaBahn in 1999 to provide scholarship support to assist Serbian immigrants in completing their higher education.

Sister Laura Lampe Memorial Fine Arts
Established in 1992 to provide scholarship assistance for music and fine arts students demonstrating financial need.

Grace and Thor Larsen
Established by Grace Larsen ’81 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Eugene and Joyce Lawler
Established by Kathleen Lawler ’82 in 1982 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Layton Foundation
Established by the trustees of the Layton Foundation in 1985 to provide scholarship assistance for art students demonstrating financial need.

Marjory Bong-Ray Liu ’59
Established by Marjory Bong-Ray Liu ’59 in 2017 to provide scholarship assistance to music therapy students who demonstrate financial need and a good academic standing.

Sister Georgine Loacker
Established by friends of Sister Georgine Loacker ’47 in 2013 to continue her legacy of dedication to the determined women seeking to earn an Alverno degree, by providing scholarship assistance for future Alverno College students.

Marianne Lubar Scholars
Established by Sheldon and Marianne Lubar in 2016 to provide financial assistance to juniors and seniors who are undergraduate education majors in the School of Education who demonstrate financial need and a strong academic standing.

George and Loretta Lux Memorial
Established by Louise Lux-Sions in 1993 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Nearly 100% of incoming students receive a grant or scholarship from Alverno.
Jeanne Lux
Established by Louise Lux-Sions in 2000 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Louise Lux-Sions and Harry Sions
Established by Louise Lux-Sions in 1995 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Margie Fund
Established by Margaret Wittkopp ’90 in 2000 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Caroline S. Mark
Established by Caroline S. Mark in 1985 to provide scholarship support for students demonstrating financial need.

Jan Martin
Established in 2011 in honor of Jan Martin H’11 to provide scholarship support for a student demonstrating financial need.

Richard and Eleanor Mathews
Established by Barbara Mathews Blanton ’76 to provide scholarship support for nursing students.

Marjorie J. Maurice
Established by Margaret Cary ’60 in 2010 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Sister Elizabeth McCourt Memorial
Established under the direction of Sister Bernardin Deutsch ’53 in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance for math students demonstrating financial need.

Mary J. Meehan
Established by the Alverno College Board of Trustees in 2009 to provide scholarship support for students who demonstrate academic promise.

Mary Lee Meehan
Established by Mary J. Meehan H’05 in 2008 to provide scholarship support for students who demonstrate academic promise.

Carol M. Meils, MD
Established by the estate of Carol Meils ’75 in 2013 to provide scholarship support for women who demonstrate drive and the ability to be successful in science.

Miller Brewing Company
Established by Phillip Morris in 1996 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Jeanette Mitchell
Established by Jeanette Mitchell ’82 in 1999 to support scholarships for African-American students.

James L. Monaghan Family
Established by the trustees of the Monaghan Charitable Trust in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance to an entering full-time freshman student in business and management who resides in Milwaukee, Ozaukee, Washington, Waukesha, Walworth, Kenosha or Racine county.

Frederick A. and Mary Ellen Muth Jr. Family
Established by Mr. and Mrs. Frederick A. Muth Jr. in 1986 to memorialize, now and in the future, the deceased members of their family. The scholarship provides support for women attending Alverno’s Weekday College program who demonstrate financial need.

Elizabeth M. O’Leary
Established in 2010 to provide scholarship assistance to a student majoring in art who demonstrates financial need.

Philip and Mariette Orth
Established by Philip Orth in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

The Osborn Family
Established by Guy and Louise Osborn in 2004 to provide scholarship support to students majoring in business who demonstrate academic promise.

Parent’s Gift
Established by Sister Mary Catherine Hauke ’75 in 2004 to provide scholarship support for the undergraduate education of women attending Alverno who are interested in pursuing a career in teaching or nursing and who demonstrate academic promise.

Thomas and Ella Patterson
Established by Ann Patterson-Barton ’77 in 2000 to provide scholarship support for students who demonstrate financial need.

Milton and Lilian Peck Foundation — Peck Scholar Program
Established by Bernard J. Peck and fellow officers of the Milton and Lilian Peck Foundation to annually support four full-tuition scholarships. The Peck Scholar Program seeks to recognize and reward students at Alverno who demonstrate outstanding leadership skills, effective citizenship, academic excellence and community participation. The Peck Scholar Program serves as a memorial to Milton and Lilian Peck, who dedicated their lives and support to the Milwaukee community in appreciation for the support the community provided for them.

Robert G. Pitman Memorial
Established by Gerald Pitman in 1981 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Charles and Rosalia Purpero Memorial
Established by Rose ’62 and Joseph Spang in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance for School of Education students demonstrating financial need.

Ramusack Family
Established in 2006 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Sister Joel Read Scholars
Established by various donors in 2002 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Jack and Dorothy Roestel
Established in memory of Jack and Dorothy Roestel in 2016 to provide financial assistance to students majoring in education, broadfield social studies and/or early childhood/elementary education.

Quesada Roque Family
Established in 2010 to provide scholarship support to students majoring in business who demonstrate academic promise.

Lawrence and Christina Schall Memorial
Established by Sister Celestine Schall ’48 in 1981 to provide scholarship assistance for a young woman from a large family who needs financial assistance but, because of the family’s income and assets, does not qualify for state or federal financial aid.

Sister Augustine Scheele Memorial
Established by the Alverno Board of Trustees in 1982 to provide scholarship assistance for religious nontraditional students demonstrating financial need.

School Sisters of St. Francis — U.S. Province and Sisters from Developing Countries
Established by the School Sisters of St. Francis — U.S. Province in 1991 to provide scholarship assistance for foreign students who are Sisters.

School Sisters of St. Francis — U.S. Province Faculty and Staff
Established by the School Sisters of St. Francis in 1985 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.
School Sisters of St. Francis — U.S. Province Minority and Nursing
Established by the School Sisters of St. Francis — U.S. Province in 1987 to provide scholarship assistance for minority nursing students demonstrating financial need.

Virginia Schuldenberg Pathways
Established by Virginia Schuldenberg in 1998 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Laverne and Bernard Schulte Family Legacy Nursing
Established by the Schulte family in 2010 to provide scholarship assistance to a nursing major returning to school after some life experiences who wants to earn a baccalaureate or advanced nursing degree.

Florence and John Schumann Foundation
Established by the Schumann Foundation and Caroline Mark in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance for minority students attending Weekend College who demonstrate financial need.

Elmer and Evelyn Searing Memorial
Established by Mary Ann Searing ’71 in 2005 to provide scholarship support to an incoming freshman who demonstrates financial need and outstanding academic achievement and who is enrolled in a full-time, degree-track program.

Tricia J. Seidler Memorial
Established by Andrew Seidler in 2011 to provide scholarship assistance for a master’s student in the family nurse practitioner program demonstrating financial need.

Karen and David Sewall Nursing
Established by Karen Sewall ’87 in 2000 to provide scholarship assistance for married nursing students demonstrating financial need.

Amy Shapiro
Established by Karen Jensen ’99 to provide scholarship assistance for a weekend student.

Patricia M. Swadish Sibertz Nursing
Established by Patricia M. Swadish Sibertz ’79 in 2006 to provide a partial-tuition scholarship to an academically qualified junior nursing student who demonstrates financial need.

Lois J. Steffen Memorial

Sister Seraphim Stoecker Memorial
Established in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Kathleen Thiemann Memorial
Established in memory of Kathleen Thiemann ’87 in 2016 for students demonstrating financial need and good academic standing, with preference to students with a dependent child/children who are pursuing a degree.

Milton Thomas Teets
Established by Phyllis Teets ’86 in 1999 to provide scholarship support for nursing students.

Judith Thompson
Established by Judith Thompson in 1989 to provide scholarship assistance for one nursing student and one education student.

Sister Leona Truchan Science Education
Established by Bonnie Kotvis and other donors in 2001 to provide scholarship assistance to students majoring in a physical, biological, environmental or broad-field science with a secondary education emphasis or to any student in elementary education with a science support.

Trustee
Established by various donors in 1996 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Julia and David Uihlein
Established by the David and Julia Uihlein Charitable Foundation in 2012 to provide a full-tuition scholarship to a student who is academically qualified and demonstrates financial need. Preference is given to students who graduate from a high school in the Milwaukee Public Schools system.

Jean Vollrath
Established by Jean Vollrath in 1996 to provide scholarship support for students demonstrating financial need.

Kathryn Thunander Whittaker Memorial
Established by Paul Whittaker in 1999 to provide scholarship assistance for education students demonstrating financial need.

Women of Color
Established by the Alverno Alumnae Association in 1999 to provide scholarship assistance for students of color.

James O. Wright/Badger Meter Foundation
Established by Badger Meter and James Wright in 1991 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Mary A. Yersin
Established by William B. Yersin in 2007 to support a full-tuition scholarship for an incoming freshman who is academically qualified and demonstrates financial need.

Youth Foundation of Milwaukee Board of Realtors Inc.
Established by the Youth Foundation of Milwaukee Board of Realtors in 1986 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.

Clement J. Zablocki Memorial
Established in 1984 to provide scholarship assistance for students demonstrating financial need.